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Rojeco Interactive Cat Ball (green)

Interactive Cat Ball by Rojeco (Green)
Provide your cat with healthy entertainment and the necessary dose of exercise with the help of Rojeco. The interactive ball is designed
to  cater  to  the  needs  of  cats  with  various  temperaments,  offering  up  to  3  operating  modes.  The  toy  rotates  360°  at  speeds  of  up  to
16,000 RPM,  intelligently  avoiding obstacles  and providing colorful  LED lighting,  thereby stimulating the hunting instinct  and ensuring
your pet's fitness. Moreover, the 180mAh battery provides up to 4 hours of uninterrupted play on a single charge.
 
Hassle-Free Entertainment
Operating the Rojeco interactive ball is a breeze – simply press the button for 3 seconds to activate the toy, which will capture your cat's
attention with flashing LED lights and movement. A short press allows you to switch between play modes, allowing you to customize the
device's behavior to match your pet's mood and preferences.
 
3 Play Modes
The Rojeco toy offers 3 interaction modes: Passive, where it jumps in place from 1 to 5 cm in height, Gentle, during which it moves along
the floor, and Move and Jump, which combines movement and jumping. All modes are designed to cater to different levels of activity and
encourage your cat to jump, run, and catch. The variety of stimulation helps maintain your pet's mental and physical health.
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Intelligent Obstacle Avoidance
Thanks to the use of sensors, the Rojeco interactive ball automatically avoids obstacles, preventing collisions and damage. This makes it
an ideal solution for busy owners who want to provide their cats with safe play even in their absence.
 
Up to 4 Hours of Continuous Play
The 180mAh battery provides from 2 to 4 hours of continuous play. In standby mode, the ball can last up to 24 hours, and activating it is
as simple as a single touch. USB charging takes about an hour, so your pet won't have to wait long for another dose of entertainment.
Practical  LED  indicators  will  inform  you  about  the  device's  status  –  a  red  light  indicates  the  need  for  a  recharge,  while  a  green  light
means the battery is fully charged.
 
Thoughtful Design
The  ball  intelligently  goes  into  standby  mode  after  playtime,  minimizing  energy  consumption  and  ensuring  readiness  for  the  next
session. This solution also extends the battery life. The toy is made of high-quality silicone, guaranteeing durability even during intense
use. The material used is safe for your cat, and the option to wash it makes it easy to provide hygienic conditions for your pet during
playtime.
 
	Manufacturer
	Rojeco
	Model
	RWJ-12
	Jump Height
	From 1 to 5 cm
	Speed
	16,000 RPM
	Battery Capacity
	180mAh
	Charging Time
	1 hour
	Playtime
	From 2 to 4 hours
	Standby Time
	24 hours
	Material
	Silicone/PC
	Diameter
	42 mm
	Weight
	40 g
	Color
	Green

Price:

€ 23.51
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